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1) Before 8000 B. C. wheat did not grow as prolifically………. it does today.   

1) like                 2) as          3) for              4) than  

2) Both nickel and iron are whitish metals………. .   

1) that are attracted by magnets  2) that magnets are attracted by them  

3) are attracted by magnets              4) magnets that attract them  

3) The bark of some species of oak trees yields a substance used in……….leather.   

1) treating         2) to treat      3) its treatment   4) it treats  

4) Although phosphorus is an essential constituent of all living creatures,………. is among 

the least abundant of the mineral nutrients.    

1) what         2) it              3) still             4) however  

5) ……….angles of any triangle always add up to 180 degrees.   

1) If three         2) The three   3) Three of             4) Three are  

6) The gibbon ranges over……….other apes do.   

1) than an area wider    2) wider than the area  

3) a wider area than    4) an area wider than are  

7) ………….orbits the Sun, Uranus rotates on its axis, an imaginary line through its center.   

1) For it          2) It             3) As it           4) There is  

8) ……….duties are placed on commodities according to their value.    

1) Ordinarily, tariff    2) Ordinary tariffs are  

3) On ordinary tariff    4) Tariffs are ordinarily  

9) ……….about individuals who really existed and things that actually happened.   

1) Folktales which sometimes tell stories  

2) The stories of folktales sometimes telling  

3) Stories sometimes told are when folktales  

4) Folktales sometimes tell stories  

10) ……….matter in one form is transmuted to another form, a phase change is said to have 

taken place.   

1) Such              2) Then   3) Whenever         4) Seldom  

11) Noise, in the technical sense, implies a random chaotic disturbance ……..   

1) usually does not want                      2) usually is unwanted  

3) that one does not usually want it      4) that is usually unwanted  
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12) During the late 1850's the question of the best route for the overland mail to California 

was……….in the West.   

        1) interest of a serious topic           2) a serious interest of topic  

        3) a topic of serious interest           4) serious interest of a topic  

13) In his book, Social Theory and Social Structure, sociologist Robert Merton 

explored……….in ways that society considers abnormal.   

        1) those individuals whose behavior    2) why do individuals whose behavior.  

        3) why individuals behave                   4) the behavior of those individual who.  

14) ……….wooden buildings helps to protect them from damage due to weather.    

        1) Painting           2) Painted              3) The paint     4) By painting  

15) Carbohydrates are the most abundant and……….food sources of energy.   

        1) least cost        2) least costly   3) less cost       4) fewer costs  

16) The Wright Brother's Flyer, who they built and flew in 1903, became the world's first 

successful airplane.   

17) Astronauts circling the Earth may get to seen sixteen sunrises and sixteen sunsets every 

"day".   

18) The Clasmosaur, a giant prehistoric sea reptile with fierce-looking jaws and flippers, had 

a muscular neck that accounted for much than half its length.   

19) The tonometer is instrument used to study the mathematical relations of harmonic tones.    

20) In the 1800's daguerreotypes were used a greatest deal, especially for portraits.   

21) The invention of a cotton gin by Eit Whitney in 1793 made cotton yam more economy 

than linen yam.   

22) Among almost seven hundred species of bamboo, some are fully grown at less than a 

foot high, while other can grow three feet in twenty-four hours.   

23) A foreign exchange rate is a price that reflects the relative supply and demand of 

difference currencies.   

24) Recent studies have shown that air into a house often has higher concentrations of 

contaminants than heavily polluted air outside. 

25) Rock decay or weathering is the results of reactions between elements in the atmosphere 

and the rock's constituents.   

26) The phases of the Moon have served as primary divisions of time for thousands of years 

ago.   
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27) The introduction of the power loom enabled weavers to produce yard goods faster more 

efficiently, and less expensive.   

28) In the 1880's, when George Eastman first offered the Kodak camera and film, 

photography becoming a popular and individualized art.   

 


